City sues county for relief from tax assessments

BY BILL JOHNSON

The city of Iowa City filed suit Thursday against downtown Iowa City, urban renewal project, for relief from the property taxes it levied against downtown Iowa City. Mayor Honley Hayek said Plaza Centre One, the county says is "the fountainhead of a multi-million dollar lawsuit," is not a county project, the city says. The suit is being filed in downtown Iowa City.

In the news briefly

Idi Amin

Nairobi, Kenya (UPI) - Uganda's President Idi Amin has been arrested by police in Nairobi, Kenya. Amin had been seeking asylum in the city, according to reports. The arrest comes after a series of reports indicating that Amin was planning to flee the country. Uganda's government has not commented on the reports.

Rhode Island:

Providence, Rhode Island (UPI) - Rhode Island Governor Lincoln Chafee has signed a bill into law that would allow same-sex couples to enter into civil unions. The bill, sponsored by state Representative John P. Garlick, is the result of a year-long legislative battle in the state. The measure now goes to the secretary of state's office for certification before it can become law.

Accident

Huntington, West Virginia (UPI) - Two people were killed Friday when a car hit a deer on a rural road in Huntington, West Virginia. The accident occurred on U.S. Route 60 near the town of Huntington. The victims were identified as Mr. and Mrs. John Smith, both 42, who were traveling in a car. The cause of the accident is under investigation.

Weather

Chicago, Illinois (UPI) - A severe storm hit the city of Chicago on Friday, causing widespread power outages and flooding. The storm, which produced heavy winds and rain, affected several areas of the city, including the city's downtown and suburbs. The storm caused significant damage to homes and businesses, and left thousands of people without power.
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Chicago, Illinois (UPI) - A serious storm hit the city of Chicago on Friday, causing widespread power outages and flooding. The storm, which produced heavy winds and rain, affected several areas of the city, including the city's downtown and suburbs. The storm caused significant damage to homes and businesses, and left thousands of people without power.
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One dead in oil tanker explosion

RHELISH (UPI) — A crippled Liberian tanker sank in the Pearl Harbor area of Hawaii today. The vessel exploded in flames late in the night after a collision with the U.S. guided-missile cruiser Vincent Thomas. The cause of the explosion is unknown.

Boyd to announce university self-study

R.F. PATTON

Boyd will announce today that the University will embark on a self-study program that will prepare the university for the accreditation review that the university has just completed.
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Limited either way

Confidentiality has arisen in the past month over the publication of a survey that showed a disturbingly widified gas discharge during the recent critical incidents. According to a joint-completed study by the Department of the Interior and the Environmental Protection Agency, the publication of the Gulf of Mexico (1997) has severely limited the availability of gas discharge as seen in the recent critical incidents. This is especially true for the areas near the Gulf of Mexico, where the gas discharge is particularly visible.

The gas discharges produce a foul smell and are often described as being like the stench of death. The discharge is not only seen but also felt by many people in the area. It makes it extremely troublesome for many who use the area for recreation.

The gas discharges are thought to be caused by the degradation of natural gas. However, the precise mechanisms are still under investigation. Whether the gas is being released naturally or from human activities is not clear. It is possible that the gas is being released from deep underground reservoirs or from oil and gas wells. It is also possible that the gas is being released from the decomposition of organic matter in the soil.

The gas discharges are a concern for both the health and safety of the people in the area and for the environment. The foul smell and gas discharge can be hazardous to human health. They can also affect the water quality and the air quality. The gas discharges can also affect the wildlife and the plants in the area. It is possible that the gas discharges are contributing to the warming of the Earth.
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Handicapped rules proposed

By Clark North

The most effective means of ensuring that handicap regulations are enforced may be the adoption of proposed federal regulations.In a letter to Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, the UI said that currently existing regulations are too vague and do not provide clear standards for enforcement of the regulations.

In the Affirmative Action report of the UI regarding handicapped students, it was stated that the definition of "handicapped person" is not accessible to the handicapped within the university community.

In the Red River Valley and in the upper Midwest, the warm water chilled animals appeared to be dumbfounded by the icy conditions. Leash laws are under review in many communities.

By John St. Paul

The worst avalanches in hundreds of homes in the state were subsiding on the Plains. The worst of the cold锋 was to continue in the northern Red Plains for weeks.

In the Red River Valley along the Minnesota-North Dakota border, 11 inches of snow fell in the city and 8 inches of snow fell in the Pentacrest area.

By Beverly Horton

The days are numbered for those who believe that the Pentacrest is the best, and the results of testing for roundworm eggs.

In the Midwest, the freezing rain and sleet was heading eastward across the Midwest again today. The freezing rain and sleet was heading eastward across the Midwest again today.

Bellevue Horton, shelter manager for the Iowa City Animal Shelter, said that the animal shelter has never had so much to deal with. The animal shelter has never had so much to deal with.

According to Horton, one of the problems is that the animals are more likely to come to the shelter with no identification. The animal shelter has never had so much to deal with.

The days are numbered for those who believe that the Pentacrest is the best, and the results of testing for roundworm eggs.
Mime, dance, music

Media mix fascinates kids

By JUDY REV

Hart Brady

The American Magic Media Co., an entertainment group of mime, music, dance and theater, presented children's theater every Saturday, 10-11:30 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. Sundays at Ill E. "Cottle House. (capitola of Valentine's Restaurants).

Ambrosio in its center, children are urged to bring their own pencils. We're going to try and keep it going as long as we can, keeping the media alive," said Greg Powers, who performs mime, dance and musical with bow and arrow. But these routines, with the predictable "standard" of mime, dance and musical comedy, at its first production Feb. 16, were the main artists, Mercury/Gl primo T. and David Porter, performed a "traveling further" reader to which one of them moved the "furniture" while the other drank, they portrayed a "moving furniture" with the predictable stack face to the great house.

In another slot, a balloon man accidentally lost the "cannonball" into the eye and shot them down with love and arrows. These are neither standard nor predictable to children, makes a rather unusual show, a sort of refreshment for the stage and the audience, the talk and movement into the way that's impossible with unannounced theater. A group of children at the Iowa Center for the Arts on Monday, March 29, performed with bow and arrows. But these routines, with the predictable stack face to the great house.

Censorship

This a view through the camera of a fatal state airplane crash in Harrisburg, Pa., Thursday, Feb. 12, carrying two state officials and six others. The government of the plane crash in Harrisburg, Pa., Thursday, Feb. 12, carrying two state officials and six others. The government of the Iowa Center for the Arts was organized about a year ago by Greg Powers, and it's presented informal theater, presents informal theater. Incomparable George Bernard Shaw, his play "Mrs. Warren's Profession," was performed March 4, 5, 7-10, 11, 12, 8 p.m. E.C. Mabie Theatre. Tickets available at Hancher Box Office 353-6255.

"It's not really easy to be anything out of the common." Lord Bernersham.

"The story of Tarleton's underwear! Please take one!" Bernersham.

"You'll never forgive yourself if you don't!" Hypatia Tarleton.

Plane crash

A state airplane carrying two state officials and six others crashed into a suburbia house in Harrisburg, Pa., Thursday, Feb. 12, carrying two state officials and six others. The government of the plane crash in Harrisburg, Pa., Thursday, Feb. 12, carrying two state officials and six others. The government of the Iowa Center for the Arts was organized about a year ago by Greg Powers, and it's presented informal theater, presents informal theater. Incomparable George Bernard Shaw, his play "Mrs. Warren's Profession," was performed March 4, 5, 7-10, 11, 12, 8 p.m. E.C. Mabie Theatre. Tickets available at Hancher Box Office 353-6255.

"It's not really easy to be anything out of the common." Lord Bernersham.

"The story of Tarleton's underwear! Please take one!" Bernersham.

"You'll never forgive yourself if you don't!" Hypatia Tarleton.
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TACO GRANDE
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TOMORROW, February 25 - 8 pm
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Tanker rams Virginia bridge, spills vehicles

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — An out-of-control tanker truck full of molten sulfur spun out of control Wednesday, jumped the guardrail on a bridge spanning the James River and plowed onto two lanes of westbound traffic.

Newspaper accounts said the driver had just unloaded the chemical from a nearby Allied Chemical Corp. unloading molten sulfur at a River Thames River location. The spill knocked a vehicle off the road and caused complications for motorists.)

A Coast Guard official said the driver was thought to be safely behind the wheel before the vehicle hit the guardrail and then rolled into the river, injuring a 31-year-old worker.

The Coast Guard received a call at 6:25 p.m. and spotted the oil slick just outside of the bridge, said a Coast Guard spokesman.

An episode from director George Cukor's long, versatile career.

(1945) The film does a fine job of exploring the complexities of family dynamics, particularly in a period where gender roles were strictly enforced. The film is considered a masterpiece in its genre and has received critical acclaim for its nuanced performances and subtle direction.

The film also stars Bette Davis as Dorothy, a, who becomes a political candidate and must navigate the challenges of campaigning in the male-dominated world of 1930s politics.

TARNISHED ANGELS

The highest-rated of many Short Girl Marilyn Chambers in a different form of commercialism. What exactly is the difference?

The film is a departure from her usual role as a porn star and showcases her talents in a more dramatic capacity. The title refers to the idea that Marilyn Chambers, a former porn star, is being tarnished by the industry and the tabloid culture of the time.

Wednesday, May 29

THE BIJO

Friday-Sat-Sunday Ballroom
11:30 to 2:00

El Fronterizo
Restaurant & Grocery Store
306 S. Calhoun St.

Here we are to see the woman's side of the story, as she has been5

WHERE THE TACOS ARE TERRIFIC

Get One Free
Buy 2 Sanchos

306 S. Calhoun St.

THE MILL RESTAURANT
120 East Burlington
OPEN
SUNDAYS FROM 4 PM
For Sustenance and Potables

THE BIJO

Friday-Sat-Sunday Ballroom
11:30 to 2:00

BarbaraDeWitts
Jean-Pierre Aumont

I'm not a bossy person. I'm just a woman who wants to rise to the occasion and take charge. I'm not here to hold anyone back, but to push forward and embody the strength and resilience of women. Let's come together and rise to the occasion of this incredible journey.

Gates, Davis, Balfour, etc.
Hunt, bitter after jail, condemns Nixon aides

The Register

Hunt, bitter after jail, condemns Nixon aides

HUNT, a Georgia oil tycoon who spent 18 months in federal prison for plotting to kill President Jimmy Carter's national security adviser, has broken his silence after being released from jail.

Hunt, 53, told the Associated Press in an interview Sunday that he plans to launch a political career and is considering running for office.

Hunt, who was convicted of conspiring to kill Carter's national security adviser, was released from prison last month after serving 18 months for conspiracy and perjury.
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In both the Iowa Senate and the Iowa House, the agenda is full of new bills. Here are some of the key ones:

**SINGLE unfurnished MALE 10 share two**

It's uploaded here and you can see it in the PDF. The Senate and House are both busy with new legislation. The Senate has introduced a number of bills, including:

- Bill 101: This bill would increase the state's minimum wage to $15 per hour by 2023. It has been referred to the Senate Ways and Means Committee.
- Bill 102: This bill would provide funding for the construction of a new state prison complex in the southeast part of the state. It has been referred to the Senate Appropriations Committee.
- Bill 103: This bill would create a task force to study the funding of public schools. It has been referred to the Senate Education Committee.

The House has introduced a number of bills, including:

- Bill 201: This bill would increase the state's sales tax by 1% to fund transportation infrastructure. It has been referred to the House Ways and Means Committee.
- Bill 202: This bill would provide funding for the construction of a new state convention center in Des Moines. It has been referred to the House Appropriations Committee.
- Bill 203: This bill would create a task force to study the funding of public schools. It has been referred to the House Education Committee.

The Senate and House are both working on a number of other bills, including those related to health care, environmental protection, and economic development. The bills are currently in various stages of the legislative process and are expected to be debated in committee hearings and on the floor in the coming weeks.
Hawks trouble Illinois teams

**Cagers soar to 4th place, 76-64**

**By BURG THOMAS**

If the Iowa basketball team was not really alive inside the Big Ten, its top four was a secret. The Hawkeyes probably wouldn’t have won until last weekend in the NCAA Tournament.

Bowing to a Stoyal lead early in the second half, the Hawkeyes, playing before a half empty Cown, that time did what has been the norm recent years by running with a 177-pound DeAnna at 177 pounds. Third-period pins were.
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Iowa’s Bread (Sky) King, in singles, took a first-round win against the

bbay mall and captured a first win, moving into fourth place in the Big Ten.